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a b s t r a c t
Failure-to-Engage (FTE, De Jong, 2000) theory explains slowed
response time after switching tasks as in part due to participants
sometimes failing to prepare. Brown et al. (2006) rejected FTE
because, in an alternating-runs paradigm, they did not observe
ﬁxed crossing point between response-time distributions that it
predicts. We replicated these ﬁndings in a cued-task paradigm that
allowed us to separately examine the effects of response-to-target
interval and cue-to-target interval. These results guided an extension of FTE that was tested in a further experiment and shown to
be able to accommodate the effects of the interval manipulations
as well as both task and cue switching. We then apply a new modeling approach to obtain direct estimates of the probability of preparation and conclude that De Jong’s insights about preparation
failure provide a tractable framework that can explain aspects of
all of the four major task-switching phenomena identiﬁed by
Monsell (2003).
Ó 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Failing to prepare
Many of the tasks that are part of everyday cognition beneﬁt from preparation, yet, even when advance warning is provided about the nature of an upcoming task, people sometimes fail to prepare in
advance. Failure-to-Engage (FTE) theory proposes that this type of unreliability in cognitive control is
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a major cause of the slower performance that is usually observed when participants have to switch
from performing one task to another even though they are cued about the nature of the upcoming task
(de Jong, 2000). Despite a history of successful application (e.g., Gladwin, Lindsen, & de Jong, 2006;
Nieuwenhuis & Monsell, 2002), ﬁndings reported by Lien, Ruthruff, Remington, and Johnston (2005)
and Brown et al. (2006) pose challenges for FTE that lead Verbruggen, Liefooghe, Vandierendonck,
and Demanet (2007) to conclude ‘‘that the FTE theory as proposed by De Jong needs some revision’’
(p. 351).
Recently, Lindsen and de Jong (2010) showed that Lien et al.’s (2005) ﬁndings are, in fact, not inconsistent with FTE as originally proposed by De Jong (2000). However, the challenge raised by Brown
et al. (2006) remains unanswered. They tested a ‘‘ﬁxed-point’’ prediction (Falmagne, 1968) made by
FTE’s most fundamental assumption, that performance is the result of a probabilistic mixture of prepared and unprepared states. Brown et al.’s falsiﬁcation of FTE was based on data from the alternatingruns task-switching paradigm (Rogers & Monsell, 1995), where tasks change in a regular sequence. We
show that this falsiﬁcation extends to data from the cued task-switching paradigm (Meiran, 1996;
Sudevan & Taylor, 1987), where the sequence of tasks is random, with participants being informed
about the type of the upcoming task by a cue.
We then propose extensions to FTE that not only accommodate Brown et al.’s (2006) results, but
which also expand the explanatory scope of preparation failure beyond its previous focus on the effects of advance warning. We test this extension against two phenomena usually attributed to proactive interference and associative priming (e.g., Allport, Styles, & Hsieh, 1994; Logan & Bundesen,
2003): the effect of the interval between a response and the next target, and task-cue switching effects. Through the highly ﬂexible and relatively assumption free multinomial-modeling techniques
(Yantis, Meyer, & Smith, 1991) used previously with FTE, we show that these extensions enable a very
accurate description of the interplay among task and cue switching, advance warning and responseto-target interval effects. In all cases the extended FTE theory passes the ﬁxed-point test, providing
converging evidence that differences in the probability of preparation provide a valid explanatory
mechanism.
We also make novel technical advances in order to address a fundamental limitation of the multinomial-modeling analysis: that it is unable to estimate the true probability of preparation. Our new
technique overcomes the limitation by making stronger assumptions, but we show that it looses little
in terms of descriptive accuracy relative to our multinomial modeling results. The new technique indicates that preparation failure is a pervasive phenomenon, occurring even in conditions previously assumed to engender maximal preparation under mixed-task conditions. Finally, we discuss how this
ﬁding suggests further applications, and conclude that De Jong’s (2000) insights about preparation
failure provide the basis for a productive and tractable framework for understanding many aspects
of cognitive control.

1.1. Failure-to-Engage theory
Task-switching experiments require participants to perform sequences of two or more different
choice response time (RT) tasks (e.g., tasks A and B), sometimes switching between tasks and sometimes repeating a task. Typically participants exhibit a ‘‘switch cost’’, worse performance (i.e., slower
RT and/or higher error rates) on task-switch than task-repeat trials. For example, Rogers and Monsell
(1995) investigated switch cost in the alternating-runs paradigm, where tasks occur in a predictable
AABB sequence. Switch cost decreased as the interval between a response and the appearance of the
target stimulus for the next trial (response-to-target interval, RTI) increased, but it did not entirely disappear at long response–target intervals.
Switch cost, its decrease with response–target interval (‘‘the preparation effect’’), and the remaining switch cost at longer response–target intervals (‘‘residual switch cost’’) have played an important
role in understanding cognitive control (see Monsell, 2003 for a review). A variety of processes have
been proposed to explain these effects. Proactive reconﬁguration theories posit a time-consuming
control process initiated before the target appears, which is required to activate the task set appropriate for an upcoming switch trial (e.g., Rogers & Monsell, 1995). At short response–target intervals the
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need to complete reconﬁguration delays the onset of response selection on switch trials, creating
switch costs.
Residual switch costs associated with response–target intervals long enough to complete proactive
reconﬁguration are attributed to a variety of imperfections in the latter process. For example, Rogers
and Monsell (1995) suggested that a time-consuming reactive reconﬁguration process, which begins
only when the target appears, is required to complete preparation on switch trials. Others point to
proactive interference and associative priming effects on task-set activation and response selection
processes (e.g., Allport et al., 1994; Wylie & Allport, 2000). Karayanidis et al. (2010), Kiesel et al.
(2010) and Vandierendonck, Liefooghe, and Verbruggen (2010) provide recent reviews of evidence
that task-switching phenomena are the result of the interplay between reconﬁguration and interference effects.
FTE theory (de Jong, 2000) posits a further imperfection in proactive reconﬁguration; that it is not
engaged on all trials, in which case reconﬁguration becomes entirely reactive, occurring only when the
target appears. FTE proposes that residual switch cost is determined in part by the proportion of ‘‘engaged’’ switch trials, although it can also have a component due to differences between repeat and
switch RTs even when engagement occurs.
FTE can be stated formally in terms of a probabilistic binary mixture of cumulative distributions,
F(t), where t is response time. The observed RT distribution for switch trials with a response–target
interval long enough to complete reconﬁguration (FSL, where subscript ‘‘S’’ indicates a switch trial
and ‘‘L’’ a long response–target interval) is given by (De Jong, Equation 15.3).

F SL ðtÞ ¼ aF RL ðt  dÞ þ ð1  aÞF SS ðtÞ

ð1Þ

FRL and FSS are the ‘‘basis’’ distributions for the binary mixture, and a is the probability of engagement.
FRL represents faster ‘‘prepared’’ responding and is usually identiﬁed with a task-repeat, long response–target interval condition. FSS represents slower ‘‘unprepared’’ responding, and is usually identiﬁed with a task-switch short response–target interval condition. The constant d allows for the
possibility that, even when engagement occurs, the prepared switch distribution, FR(t  d), differs uniformly (e.g., when d > 0 all responses are equally slowed) from the observed repeat distribution, FRL(t).
Variations in engagement (i.e., a) explain differences in performance among switch and repeat conditions with different response–target intervals.
In many applications of FTE, a simpliﬁed model in which d = 0 has been found to perform as well as
the full model in providing a description of observed switch RT distributions (e.g., de Jong, 2000; Gladwin et al., 2006; Nieuwenhuis & Monsell, 2002). However, Lindsen and de Jong (2010) showed that a
model with non-zero values of d is required when residual switch cost is not entirely explained by a
failure-to-engage. To be clear, we call the latter model FTEd, and the version with d = 0 FTE0.
With a few exceptions (e.g., Brown, Reynolds, & Braver, 2007; Karayanidis et al., 2009; Schmitz &
Voss, 2012), FTE goes beyond other models of task switching in attempting to account for the full distribution of RT for correct responses. However, even with this ambitious explanatory target, evidence
supporting FTE based on goodness-of-ﬁt should ideally be supplemented by other methods, as it is
widely acknowledged that an adequate ﬁt, although necessary, do not provide a sufﬁcient model test
(e.g., Roberts & Pashler, 2000).
FTE is particularly subject to this criticism because, in past applications, it has been ﬁt using a very
ﬂexible Multinomial approximation to the basis RT distributions (Yantis et al., 1991). Although this
approximation has the virtue of avoiding falsiﬁcation due to failures in assumptions peripheral to
the core theoretical tenants of FTE, it requires the estimation of a large number of parameters, raising
the concern that good ﬁts are due to the ﬂexible nature of the approximation.
1.2. Testing FTE
Brown et al. (2006) avoided problems associated with ﬂexibility by directly testing a very speciﬁc
prediction of a core theoretical tenant of FTE, its binary mixture assumption. Falmagne (1968) ﬁrst
proposed this ‘‘ﬁxed-point’’ test and found that it was effective in falsifying Falmagne’s (1965) fastguess model. Falmagne showed that any set of experimental conditions that share the same pair of
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basis distributions, but differ in mixture probability, must predict that RT density functions for each
condition cross at a common or ‘‘ﬁxed’’ point.
When Brown et al. (2006) measured crossing points in data from an alternating runs paradigm,
they found that they did not coincide for conditions that differed in response–target interval. As
FTE attributes response–target interval effects solely to differences in preparation (i.e., mixture) probability, FTE was clearly falsiﬁed, although Brown et al. did propose a modiﬁed ‘‘shift-FTE’’ theory that
could pass the ﬁxed-point test by assuming response–target interval changes cause a shift in both
unprepared and prepared basis distributions.
Lien et al. (2005) also reported ﬁndings that, like those of Brown et al.’s (2006), challenge one of
FTE’s core assumptions; that preparation applies to the entire task set. Lien et al.’s alternative ‘‘partial-mapping-preparation hypothesis’’ proposes that residual switch cost occurs because, due to
capacity limitations, participants prepare some but not all stimulus–response mappings used in an
upcoming switch task.
However, Lindsen and de Jong’s (2010) investigation did not support Lien et al.’s (2005) proposal.
Although they were able to replicate the differences between stimulus–response pairs found by Lein
et al., the capacity and response–target interval effects predicted by the partial-mapping-preparation
hypothesis were not found. Instead, Lindsen and de Jong showed that differences in the d parameter
proposed as part of the original FTE theory were able to accommodate differences among trials using
different stimulus–response mappings.
Even so, two recent papers argue that Brown et al.’s (2006) ﬁndings require a modiﬁcation of FTE
theory’s assumption that preparation is all-or-none. Vandierendonck et al. (2010) suggested the need
to add a third partially prepared state, creating a ‘‘mixture of trials on which reconﬁguration has ﬁnished before stimulus onset, trials on which reconﬁguration has started but is not yet ﬁnished, and trials on which reconﬁguration starts after stimulus onset.’’ (p. 609). This proposal might accommodate
Brown et al.’s ﬁnding that variations in response–target interval change the prepared distribution, but
it does not explain why the unprepared distribution also changes. Hsieh and Wu (2010) do acknowledge that both prepared and unprepared distributions need to shift with response–target interval, but
still conclude that the assumption of binary all-or-none preparation states is refuted.
However, as Brown et al. (2006) explicitly state, although they could rule out a simple version of
FTE in which prepared and unprepared states are identical for all response–target intervals, their result ‘‘does not rule out the all-or-none assumption, because other, more complex, binary mixture
models may still be tenable’’ (p. 158). Their shift-FTE proposal is one such model, which retains the
idea of a binary mixture of prepared and unprepared states, but allows the RT distributions associated
with each state to differ as a function of response–target interval. Brown et al. also acknowledge that
there may be other ways that FTE could be amended in light of their results, but did not further investigate these possibilities. Here we do so.
1.3. Cued task switching
We investigated the causes of Brown et al.’s (2006) ﬁndings, and their shift-FTE model, using both
the ﬁxed-point test and model ﬁtting. We applied these analyses to data from the cued task-switching
paradigm, where manipulations of the cue-to-target interval (CTI) can be used to control the time
available before the target appears for proactive reconﬁguration and other preparatory processes, such
as determining the meaning of the task-cue (e.g., Schneider & Logan, 2005). The advantage of this paradigm is that cue–target interval can be manipulated while controlling effects associated with differences in response–target interval (e.g., proactive interference effects). We compared crossing points
across a broad range of cue–target intervals, from a case where there was likely insufﬁcient time to
complete proactive reconﬁguration (0.15 s) to longer cue–target intervals (0.6 s and 1.05 s) likely providing sufﬁcient or more than sufﬁcient time. We also manipulated response–target interval over two
longer values (0.75 s and 1.2 s) to investigate the role of proactive interference effects. Hence, there
were ﬁve (cue–target: response–target) interval conditions: 0.15:0.75, 0.6:0.75, 0.15:1.2, 0.6:1.2 and
1.05:1.2.
Although most previous applications of FTE have been to the alternating-runs paradigm, De Jong
(2000) describes the results of an FTE analysis of two unpublished experiments with both an
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alternating runs condition and a cued condition with similar methodology to our experiment. He
found that switch costs for short preparation intervals were similar in cued and alternating-runs conditions but residual switch cost was smaller in the cued version. This suggests that FTE can be used to
model the cued paradigm by allowing greater engagement.

2. Experiment 1
Our ﬁrst experiment used a design similar to the alternating-runs paradigm investigated by Rogers
and Monsell (1995) and Brown et al. (2006), where stimuli appear in a 2  2 grid and the quadrant in
which the target appears deﬁnes the required task. The two tasks were an odd/even digit classiﬁcation
and a vowel/consonant letter classiﬁcation. Targets were bivalent (i.e., appropriate for either task) digit-letter pairs. Responding was also bivalent, with one choice from each task (e.g., odd and vowel)
mapped to one response, and the remaining choices to the other response.
In contrast to the alternating-runs paradigm, however, in our experiment the target moved randomly either clockwise or counter-clockwise by one square (but not diagonally), so the type of the
upcoming task was not predictable. Instead, highlighting the border of one of the adjacent quadrants
cued the upcoming task. The experiment manipulated response–target interval and cue–target interval, and both interval manipulations were randomized (i.e., randomly ordered within each block of trials), in contrast to Brown et al.’s (2006) experiment where the response–target interval manipulation
was blocked (i.e., each block of trials used the same response–target interval).
2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants
Twenty-four (18 female) University of Newcastle, Australia, undergraduate students (17–47 years,
mean = 21.1) participated in two experimental sessions on separate days.
2.1.2. Procedure
Participants either classiﬁed letters as vowel (A, E, I, U) or consonant (G, K, M, R), or digits as odd (3,
5, 7, 9) or even (2, 4, 6, 8). The target on each trial was a digit-letter or (equally often) a letter-digit pair.
On 80% of trials, the target was response incongruent (i.e., mapped to a different correct response for
each task). Responses were recorded using the left and right buttons of a mouse placed in the center of
the desk. Participants were instructed to place their left and right index ﬁngers on the respective
mouse buttons, while resting thumbs on the mouse body. Stimulus–response mappings were counterbalanced between participants. Within each block of trials, switch and repeat trials, and stimuli with
correct left and right responses, occurred equally often.
Targets were presented in white font against a black background at a viewing distance of approximately 60 cm on a 1500 CRT monitor. The target’s position changed randomly between trials, moving
either horizontally or vertically on a 2  2 grid. The grid was 30 characters wide and 13 characters
high and was generated using grey extended ASCII ‘‘block’’ characters (#219). Changing the border
of a quadrant from grey to white cued the upcoming task. The appropriate task was indicated by
the location of a cue and subsequent appearance of the target within a cell (e.g., letter = top cells,
digit = bottom cells). Task-location was counterbalanced across participants. The cue remained onscreen with the target, which appeared after a given cue–target interval, and was removed after the response. Response–target interval was either 0.75 s or 1.2 s. In the short response–target interval
condition cue–target interval was 0.15 s or 0.6 s. In the long response–target interval condition an extra 1.05 s cue–target interval was added. The ﬁve response–target interval/cue–target interval conditions occurred equally often in a random order within each block of trials.
Each participant completed a 30-min practice session before beginning each of two experimental
sessions of 10 blocks of 100 trials. Task instructions were reiterated by the experimenter prior to the
commencement of practice and experimental sessions, and displayed before each block. Participants
were encouraged to respond as quickly as possible while minimizing errors.
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Session one had 500 practice trials, and session two 300, but the sequence of training components
was the same for both. Initially the target was only one character, with participants practicing each
task in separate blocks, followed by blocks with both tasks randomly ordered. Finally blocks with double character targets were practiced. All three cue–target intervals and two response–target intervals
were used in practice and varied between blocks. The last practice block was the same as experimental
blocks, presenting all cue–target interval/response–target interval combinations within a block in a
random order. Response button mappings were visible throughout practice, but not during the experimental blocks.
On each trial, the target was presented in the center of one cell until either a response was recorded
or 5 s had passed. For incorrect trials, or if 5 s elapsed, a brief tone sounded for 0.2 s to indicate an error
and a pause of 1.5 s followed before the experiment resumed. In the experimental session, performance feedback (mean RT and accuracy) was presented at the end of each block. Participants were
encouraged to take short breaks as necessary.
2.2. Results
RT distribution based analyses can be confounded by factors affecting variability, such as warm-up,
post-error slowing, practice, and fatigue effects. To control for warm-up and post-error slowing effects, we removed results for the ﬁrst four trials in each block and all trials that followed a non-response (0.07%) or error (4.4%). In analyses of correct RT, we used only response-incongruent trials
to avoid contamination of the distribution of correct RTs by task errors (i.e., by correct responses to
the wrong task, see Meiran & Daichmain, 2005). We also removed all RTs less than 0.2 s (0.003%)
and greater than 3.5 s (0.37%) to minimize the impact of anticipation and distraction.1 Finally, we analyzed only session-two data, as preliminary analyses indicated a strong practice effect in session one, but
stable performance in session two with reduced, but still substantial, switch costs (see Strobach, Liepelt,
Schubert, & Kiesel, 2012, for similar ﬁndings).
2.2.1. Moments analysis
Fig. 1 characterizes average performance in terms of three ‘‘moments’’ measures: error rates and
the mean and standard deviation (SD) of RT for correct choices. The upper pair of lines reports mean
RT for correct responses, the middle pair of lines the SD of RT for correct responses and the lower pair
of lines the error rates. We performed two types of ANOVA analysis focusing on preparation effects
and residual switch cost. Appendix A describes these ANOVAs and reports all effects signiﬁcant at
the 0.05 level. A summary of conclusions based on these tests follows.
As shown in Fig. 1, the experiment produced clear residual switch costs in all measures, and switch
costs in mean RT decreased when the response–target interval was longer. The preparation effect was
also evident in mean RT, manifest both as an increased switch cost and an overall increase in RT for
both switch and repeat trials at the shortest cue–target interval. The various signiﬁcant effects of
switching, response–target interval and cue–target interval on correct RT suggest that the experiment
produced sufﬁciently large variations to support clear results in crossing point tests, which require
comparisons to be made between conditions that differ in RT distribution.
2.2.2. Crossing-point tests
The crossing point analysis was carried out as described by Brown et al. (2006), except that, as task
did not have a signiﬁcant effect when included in the analyses reported in the last section, we pooled
data over tasks (an analysis for each task separately, as done by Brown et al., produced the same conclusions as the results presented here). The crossing point analysis must be carried out separately on
each participant’s data, as averaging can distort results. However, to aid in explanation, Fig. 2 presents
a crossing point analysis based on quantile (e.g., percentile) averages that proved qualitatively
1
Other methods of outlier exclusion were explored, such as removing observations several standard deviations above the mean.
As might be expected from the very few outliers removed, there was no difference in results.
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Fig. 1. Experiment 1: Mean correct RT (upper pair of lines, left side scale), correct RT standard deviation (middle pair of lines, left
side scale) and error rates (bottom pair of lines, right side scale) with within-subject standard errors (Loftus & Masson, 1994).

representative of the average results of individual analyses (see Gilchrist, 2000, for an explanation of
why quantile averages tend to have this property).
Density estimates in Fig. 2 are based on quantiles averaged over participants. For each participant
and condition, we calculated 12 equally spaced quantiles for each participant’s data, corresponding
the 7.7%, 15.4%. . . 92.3% percentiles of correct RT data in each condition.2 Gaussian kernel density estimation (Silverman, 1986) was applied to each participant’s average quantiles at a set of 1024 evenly
spaced points between 0.2 s and 2.0 s. As in Brown et al. (2006), the degree of smoothing was set at
1.25 times the value given by Silverman (Equation 3.31, p. 48).
Crossing points are RT values where densities are equal. As in Brown et al. (2006), where there was
more than one point of equality (as occurs, for example, on the left in Figs. 2c–e) the point closest to
the mean of the modes of each density was selected. Crossing points are marked by dotted vertical
lines in Fig. 2, with numerical values (CP) given at the top right of each panel. A clear pattern is evident
in these results; crossing points for conditions with a short (0.15 s) cue–target interval are slowed by
around 0.06 s relative to the remaining three conditions, which have approximately the same crossing
points.
Individual-participant tests. Exactly the same methods were applied to the raw correct RT data in
the individual participant analysis. Crossing points were estimated for each subject in each condition.
Fig. 3 plots the averages over participants, and illustrates the results of six sets of crossing point comparisons. Each set of comparisons holds either response–target interval or cue–target interval constant
in order to investigate the effect of varying the other factor. For example, the ﬁrst set of comparisons
(Fig. 3a) holds cue–target interval at 0.15 s, and examines the effect of response–target interval = 0.75 s vs. 1.2 s. Note that each set corresponds to a comparison between the distributions in a
2
This was the largest number of evenly spaced quantiles possible given the minimum number of correct RTs observed per
participant when conditions were broken down by task as well as the other conditions. Although we did not divide the data by task
in the analyses reported here (and so we could have used a larger number of quantiles) we did not do so in order to be able to
directly compare results with and without a task breakdown. Using a larger number of quantiles when the data was not broken
down by task produced similar results.
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Fig. 2. Experiment 1: Each panel shows density estimates based on quantiles averaged over participants for a pair of switch and
repeat conditions with their crossing point (CP) marked by a dotted vertical line and its numerical value given in the top right of
each panel. RTI = response–target interval, CTI = cue–target interval.

pair of Fig. 2 panels. The ‘‘matched’’ bars in Fig. 3 correspond to comparisons between crossing points
of the pairs of switch and repeat distributions shown within each panel of Fig. 2. For example, Fig. 3a
shows results corresponding to a comparison between the conditions in Figs. 2a and b.
All of the matched-comparison tests in Fig. 3 are between conditions that share basis distributions
according to both the FTE0 and FTEd models. FTE0 also predicts equivalence of the crossing points of
the ‘‘alternate’’ pairings of the four distributions. Each alternate pairing compares a crossing point
based on a prepared distribution comes from a switch trial with a crossing point based on a prepared
distribution from a repeat trial. For example, in Fig. 3a, the alternate bars on the right correspond to a
Switch response–target interval = 1.2 s vs. Repeat response–target interval = 0.75 s comparison and
the alternate bars on the left correspond to a Switch response–target interval = 0.75 s vs. Repeat response–target interval = 1.2 s comparison. FTE0 assumes switch and repeat prepared distributions
are identical and so predicts the same crossing-point for alternate pairings. FTEd does not necessarily
make this prediction as it allows switch and repeat prepared distributions to differ. Detailed results of
testing matched and alternative pairing are given in Appendix A and summarized in the following.
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Fig. 3. Experiment 1: Density crossing point estimates averaged across participants (with Loftus & Masson, 1994, standard error
bars) for six sets of comparisons in which either cue–target interval was held constant (a and b) or response–target interval was
held constant (c–f). Each adjacent pair of bars in a panel compares the same switch distribution (from the interval condition
indicated on the x-axis) with either a matched (i.e., same interval condition) repeat distribution (lighter bars) or the alternative
(interval condition corresponding to the alternate switch distribution) repeat distribution (darker bars). RTI = response–target
interval, CTI = cue–target interval.

The FTE0 model assumes that repeat and switch conditions have the same basis distributions, and
so it predicts coincident crossing points for pairs of switch and repeat distributions. This prediction
was conﬁrmed for sets comparing short and long response–target interval with ﬁxed cue–target interval, and for sets comparing the two long cue–target interval conditions with ﬁxed response–target
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interval (i.e., Fig. 3f), but not for sets comparing short and long cue–target interval for a ﬁxed response–target interval.
The FTEd model does not make this prediction: it allows prepared distributions to differ between
repeat and switch trials, but predicts equal crossing points for all switch distributions (as all switch
distributions share the same prepared distribution). An ANOVA on crossing points between all 10 possible pairs of switch distributions was signiﬁcant, F(9, 207) = 4.3, e = .44, p = .003, rejecting the FTEd
model. Hence, the results of our crossing point tests extend Brown et al.’s (2006) falsiﬁcation of FTE
to the cued task-switching paradigm.
2.2.3. Model ﬁtting
The top row of Fig. 4 illustrates the basis distributions for the two existing versions of FTE. In FTE0
there are two basis distributions, for prepared and unprepared states. FTEd adds a third basis distribution by distinguishing two types of prepared distributions that differ by a constant shift (d), one for
task-repeat and one for task-switch trials. We now investigate whether two new models – illustrated
in the bottom row of Fig. 4 – can describe our results using Multinomial approximation ﬁts. The ﬁrst is
a generalization of the FTEd model, which we call the FTED model, allowing prepared distributions for
repeat and switch trials to differ (hence the ‘‘D’’ in FTED) arbitrarily. That is, prepared distributions for
repeat and switch trials are allowed to differ in location, scale and even shape (as is the case in Fig. 4).
The pure shift difference assumed by the FTEd is a special case, so if the FTED cannot ﬁt the data – as is
indicated by the crossing-point tests for switch distributions – neither can FTEd. In light of this fact we
ﬁt and tested only the more general FTED model.
The second model, which we call the 2FTE0 model, assumes that the set of 0.15 s cue–target interval conditions share basis distributions (i.e., one prepared and one unprepared distribution), whereas
the remaining set of conditions share a different pair of basis distributions (i.e., again one prepared and
one unprepared distribution). In effect, there is a separate FTE0 model for the short cue–target interval
and for the other cue–target intervals (hence the 2 in 2FTE0). The 2FTE0 model is similar to, but distinct from, Brown et al.’s (2006) shift-FTE model. In one way it is less ﬂexible, as Brown et al. allowed
for different basis functions between medium and longer response–target intervals, whereas the
2FTE0 model assumes they are the same. In another way the 2FTE0 model is more ﬂexible, as it allows
basis distributions to differ arbitrarily, with Brown et al.’s shift assumption being a special case.
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Fig. 4. Basis cumulative distributions for four versions of the Failure to Engage (FTE) model.
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There are a number of possible reasons for both prepared and unprepared distributions being
slower in the short cue–target interval condition. For example, in paradigms like Brown et al.’s
(2006) and ours this may occur because the target moves from trial to trial. When the cue appears
at the next location, participants likely have to move the focus of their attention, or their eyes, or both.
At the short cue–target interval, there may not be sufﬁcient time to complete this shift before the target appears, potentially delaying the onset of response selection, which would slow both prepared and
unprepared basis distributions relative to longer cue–target interval conditions.
Another possible motivation, which applies generally to any cued task-switching paradigm, is that
both task-switch and task-repeat trials require a time-consuming process of cue identiﬁcation to be
completed. That is, even if it is assumed that proactive reconﬁguration occurs only on task-switch trials, both task-repeat and task-switch trials may require the task cue to be processed to determine
whether proactive conﬁguration needs to be engaged. If a short cue–target interval does not provide
sufﬁcient time for cue processing to complete before the target appears, both prepared and unprepared basis distributions will be slowed relative to longer cue–target interval conditions.
In summary, the FTED model assumes performance depends on three basis distributions: prepared
repeat, prepared switch and unprepared. The 2FTE0 model assumes performance depends on four basis distributions: a pair of prepared and unprepared distributions for the cue–target interval = 0.15 s
condition and another pair for longer cue–target interval conditions. Hence, the FTED model is ﬁt to
all conditions simultaneously, whereas two separate ﬁts are required for the 2FTE0 model, one to
the set of cue–target interval = 0.15 s conditions and one to the set of longer cue–target interval conditions. For both models, separate ﬁts were performed for each participant. A good ﬁt for the 2FTE0
model would be consistent with the crossing-point results, although a good ﬁt is not guaranteed
(i.e., misﬁt can occur in aspects of the RT distributions not related to crossing points). Similarly, misﬁt
of the FTED model would be consistent with the crossing-point results, but misﬁt may be difﬁcult to
detect if this model is overly ﬂexible. However, a good ﬁt of the 2FTE0 model and a poor ﬁt of the FTED
model would provide strong converging evidence with the crossing-point results in favor of the 2FTE0
model and against the FTED model.
Fitting methods. The true basis distributions are latent (i.e., not directly observed) unless they correspond to conditions where participants are assumed to be entirely prepared and entirely unprepared. As we detail in the Appendix B (see also Falmagne, 1968), without this added assumption
the latent prepared and unprepared distribution cannot be directly estimated by Multinomial ﬁts.
However, an equally good Multinomial ﬁt can always be obtained by a weighted average of results
from any pair of conditions with different RT distributions. We will refer to these conditions as the fast
and slow basis conditions. As our initial interest is in the descriptive adequacy of the FTED and 2FTE0
models, the Multinomial method is sufﬁcient for our purposes. As well as the other advantages outlined earlier, using the Multinomial method also has the advantage of making our results more directly comparable with previous FTE ﬁts.
It is important to keep in mind, however, that the estimated weights from these ﬁts do not necessarily correspond to the true preparation probabilities (a). To make this distinction clear we will denote the weights using the Greek letter b, where, by deﬁnition, b = 1 for the fast basis condition and
b = 0 for the slow basis condition. The b weights can be interpreted as probabilities (i.e., they are
bounded on the unit interval) when the fast basis-condition distribution dominates all other condition
distributions (i.e., equivalent quantiles are always equal or faster for the fast basis condition) and the
slow basis-condition distribution is dominated by all other conditions.
This is the case, for example, when the basis conditions correspond to fully prepared and unprepared
states, but can also occur when the prepared mixture probability is greatest for the fast basis condition
and smallest for the slow basis condition. As these two cases cannot be discriminated, however, the b
weights only indicate the ordering of the underling mixture probabilities. Further, if the dominance relations do not hold, the b estimates may be negative or greater than one, and so not interpretable as probabilities. Despite this, they still indicate the order of preparation probabilities over conditions.
Consistent with past applications of FTE, we ﬁxed b = 1 for all repeat conditions for both models.
That is, we assumed all repeat conditions are either fully prepared or have the same level of preparation. The 2FTE0 model assumes the same pair of prepared and unprepared distributions within each
set of conditions. Within each set (cue–target interval = 0.15 s and cue–target interval > 0.15 s) we
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chose the slowest condition based on mean correct RT averaged over participants as the slow basis
condition (i.e., the condition where it was assumed b = 0) for ﬁts to every participant (in both cases,
the response–target interval = 0.75 s switch condition).
The FTED model assumes the same unprepared distribution for all conditions. We chose the slowest of all conditions based on mean correct RT averaged over participants chose for the slow basis condition (i.e., b = 0 for switch response–target interval = 0.75 s, cue–target interval = 0.15 s). The FTED
model allows prepared distributions to differ between switch and repeat trials. Given b = 1 for all repeat conditions, data from all repeat conditions were assumed to be samples from the same fast basis
distribution. A separate fast basis distribution was estimated for switch trials. This distribution is not
directly observed so it is not identiﬁed with any particular switch condition. However, the FTED model
can still accommodate maximal preparation in a switch condition through estimating b = 1.
Results. We ﬁt the models to the same quantiles used in the individual-participant crossing-point
analysis using Multinomial maximum likelihood methods described in full in the Appendix B. Figs. 5
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Fig. 5. Experiment 1: Observed and predicted cumulative distribution functions for the FTED model. RTI = response–target
interval, CTI = cue–target interval.
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and 6 plot the average over participants of cumulative probabilities at the average of the quantiles.
Average ﬁts for the FTED (Fig. 5) and 2FTE0 (Fig. 6) models are displayed in the same way. Table 1 provides b weight estimates for each model averaged over participants (note that the ﬁt of the ExGaussian
preparation probability estimates shown in the bottom two rows of Table 1 will be discussed in the
section ‘‘Identifying Latent Variables’’ below).
Fig. 5 clearly shows that the FTED model failed to provide an adequate Multinomial approximation
ﬁt. This is clearest for most of the quantiles of the repeat cue–target interval = 0.15 s condition distributions, but also for some regions of the distributions in other conditions. In contrast, Fig. 6 shows the
2FTE0 model provides a very accurate Multinomial approximation ﬁt (solid lines) in all conditions
(note that the ﬁt of the ‘‘ExGaussian Fits’’ shown by dashed lines in Fig. 6 will be discussed in the section ‘‘Identifying Latent Variables’’ below).
The 2FTE0 model has more estimated parameters (51 per participant) than the FTED model (40),
and so may ﬁt better by chance. To test whether this was the case, we calculated the Bayesian
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Table 1
Experiment 1: The top two rows show mean b weights averaged over participants for the FTED and 2FTE0 Multinomial models ﬁt
and associated BIC values summed across participants. The bottom two rows show estimated preparation probabilities averaged
over participants from ExGaussian 2FTE0 model ﬁts. RTI = response–target interval, CTI = cue–target interval.
CTI (s)

0.15

RTI (s)
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1.2

0.6
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FTED Switch
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18,207
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–
–

Information Criterion (BIC: Myung & Pitt, 1997) for each ﬁt. BIC is a model-selection criterion that
penalizes extra complexity as measured by the number of parameters estimated in ﬁtting a model
(see Appendix B for details). Lower BIC values indicate a better trade-off between ﬁt and simplicity.
As shown in Table 1, according to this criterion the 2FTE0 model was still the clear winner.
For the 2FTE0 model, b weights did not differ as a function of response–target interval in the cue–
target interval = 0.15 s condition, t(23) = 1.0, p = .33, but were signiﬁcantly greater for the longer response–target interval in the cue–target interval = 0.6 s condition, t(23) = 3.77, p < .001. For response–target interval = 1.2 s, b weights were signiﬁcantly greater in the cue–target interval = 0.6 s
than 0.15 s, t(23) = 2.3, p = .03, but the difference between the two longer cue–target intervals was
not signiﬁcant, t(23) = 0.49, p = .63.
With one exception, the same pattern of signiﬁcance applied for the FTED model, but we do not
provide the details, as this model clearly does not ﬁt the data. The exception relates to the effect of
cue–target interval when response–target interval = 0.75 s; for the FTED model b weights were significantly greater for cue–target interval = 0.6 s than 0.15 s, t(23) = 13.1, p < .001. In contrast, by assumption, both b weights are zero for the 2FTE0 model. The 2FTE0 model explains differences in RT
distribution between these conditions by differences in the basis distributions.
Discussion. The good ﬁts of the 2FTE0 model and poor ﬁts of the FTED model are consistent with the
results of the ﬁxed-points tests. Taken together, these ﬁndings support the 2FTE0 model and hence the
assumption that both prepared and unprepared distributions are slowed when cue–target interval = 0.15 s compared to longer cue–target intervals. The 2FTE0 model b weight estimates suggest a
plausible pattern of interval effects on preparation. Engagement increased with response–target interval, except for the short cue–target interval conditions. Engagement also increased with cue–target
interval, except between the two longer cue–target interval conditions.
By assumption, b weights for the 2FTE0 model were zero for both cue–target interval = 0.15 s and
0.6 s in the response–target interval = 0.75 s condition, whereas they increased signiﬁcantly with cue–
target interval for the FTED model. However, it may still be the case that engagement increases with
cue–target interval for the 2FTE0 model, as the b weights for these two conditions were estimated relative to different unprepared distributions. Below in the ‘‘Identifying Latent Variables’’ section of this
paper, we address this issue by obtaining direct estimates of preparation probabilities.
The poor ﬁts of the FTED model appear to be at odds with previous reports of good ﬁts for the less
ﬂexible FTE0 and FTEd models. However, previously reported ﬁts have often pooled data over repeat
distributions from different conditions (e.g., De Jong, 2000) or have been applied to several triples of
distributions separately (where one condition is modeled as a mixture of two other conditions) without enforcing common basis distributions across a larger set of conditions. In effect, such ﬁts are similar to the 2FTE0 model as they allow different basis distributions for ﬁts to sets of conditions.
3. Experiment 2
Experiment 2 explored the generality of the ﬁndings reported so far, as well as testing one of the
motivations we suggested for our 2FTE0 model, that the delay of the short cue–target interval basis
distributions was caused by the spatial relocation of the target between trials. We again employed
a cued-task paradigm, but the target always appeared in the same central location. If spatial relocation
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caused the slowing of basis distributions in Experiment 1 these differences should be eliminated in
Experiment 2 and so the FTED model should not fail either in terms of crossing point tests or model
ﬁt. We also dropped the cue–target interval = 1.05 s condition in order to focus on differences between
the cue–target interval = 0.15 s and cue–target interval = 0.6 s conditions, which were fully crossed
with response–target interval = 1.2 s vs. response–target interval = 0.75 s.
Task-cue priming. Logan and Bundesen (2003) and Mayr and Kliegl (2003) pointed out that paradigms with only one cue per task (i.e., a 1:1 mapping between cues and tasks) confound task-switching effects with potential task-cue priming effects. Our ﬁrst experiment was not subject to this
criticism because there were two cues per task (i.e., a 2:1 mapping of cues to tasks). It excluded
cue repetitions, and it also excluded one of the two possible task-switch cues (i.e., the diagonally
opposite square). The remaining two cues occurring with equal probability, so switch and repeat trials
occurred with equal probability, avoiding potential problems attending conditional transition probabilities that afford information which could lead to anticipation effects (Logan, Schneider, & Bundesen,
2007).
Our second experiment also employed a 2:1 mapping, using cue with two dimensions that can
indicate the upcoming task, either the shape (circle or diamond) or the color (orange or blue) of an
outline around the target. Schneider and Logan (2011), see also Nicholson, Karayanidis, Bumak, Poboka, & Michie, 2006) compared 1:1 and 2:1 cue designs in a paradigm where targets always appeared in
the same location. Their 2:1 design had three conditions, task-switch and task-repeat trials, both with
cue switches, and task-repeat cue-repeat trials. They found that combined task and cue switch costs,
as measured by comparing the task and cue switch condition with the task and cue repeat condition,
were slightly larger in the 2:1 design than the 1:1 design. Within the 2:1 design, both task-switch
costs un-confounded by cue effects (i.e., task and cue switch trials compared to cue-switch task-repeat
trials) and cue-switch costs un-confounded by task effects (i.e., cue switch compared to cue repeat for
task-switch trials) were reliable. The overall similarity of results between 1:1 and 2:1 designs lead
Schneider and Logan to conclude in favor of using the 2:1 given its ability to un-confound cue-switch
and task-switch costs.
In Experiment 2, all four possible cue transitions occurred with equal probability, again avoiding
problems with conditional transition probabilities that might afford anticipation. Including all possible cue transitions allowed us to thoroughly investigate whether cue-switching costs could be accounted for by differences in preparation probability. This might be the case, for example, if
preparation for a switch trial was more likely when the task-cuing dimension repeats than when it
changes. If this occurred it would cause cue-switch costs on task-switch trials, and would predict lower b weight estimates for cue-switch than cue-repeat trials.
We also took advantage of the two dimensions on which our cues varied (shape and color) to examine the effect of a cue-dimension-switch on task-repeat trials. That is, a task-repeat trial could be cued
on the same dimension (i.e., an identical cue repetition) or on a different dimension to the previous
task. This created a cue-switching factor that was fully crossed with the task-switching factor. It seems
likely that the effect of cue-repetition will be weaker for task-switch trials than task-repeat trials, as
the cue and task repeat trials entail repetition of both the cue dimension and the cue value on that
dimension, whereas the cue-repeat task-switch trials entail only repetition of the cue dimension.
Differences in preparation probability might also explain any cue-switch effects for task-repeat trials, but that would appear to require an extension of the assumption that all task repeat trials are fully
prepared. For example, a cue-switch might cause participants to sometimes change to the unprepared
state on task-repeat trials. If this occurs, higher b weight estimates are predicted for the cue-repeat
than cue-switch trials when the task repeats.
3.1. Method
3.1.1. Participants
Thirty-seven University of Newcastle, Australia, undergraduate students participated in two 90min experimental sessions on separate days 2–14 days apart. Data from ﬁve participants were excluded from analysis due to low accuracy (<85%). The remaining 32 participants (ages 18–55 years,
M = 19.5, 5 male) were fully counterbalanced across response mappings and cue assignments.
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3.1.2. Procedure
The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1 with the following exceptions. The target stimulus
was composed of a character drawn from each task-set (e.g., ‘‘3R’’) displayed in the center of a 200pixel wide grey cell. The stimulus was presented in a white, Times New Roman, bold font at a 48-point
size. Two task-cue categories were deﬁned (color: orange or blue, and shape: circle or diamond) and a
cue from each was assigned to a task. For example, orange and diamond cues could be assigned to the
digit task and blue and circle to the letter task. The assignment of cues to tasks was counterbalanced
between participants.
Shape cues appeared inside the grey cell, with their outer edges touching the cell at four points,
whereas color cues changed the grey cell’s color. Cues remained visible with the target. The cue–target
interval = 1.05 s condition from Experiment 1 was dropped, resulting in a 2 (cue–target interval = 0.15 s or 0.6 s)  2 (response–target interval = 0.75 s or 1.2 s)  2 (Task = digit or letter)  2 (Task
repeat or switch)  2 (Cue-dimension repeat or switch) design, with equal numbers of randomly ordered trials coming from each cell of the design in experimental blocks. For task-repeat trials, a cuedimension repeat involved a repetition of the cue from the previous trial, whereas for task-switch trials it involved a repetition of the same cue dimension as the last trial (e.g., if orange cued the digit task
on the last trial, then blue cued the letter task on the task-switch trial). For both task-repeat trials and
task-switch trials, a cue-dimension switch used a different cue than the previous trial (e.g., if orange
cued the digit task on the previous trial, a diamond cued it on the task-repeat trial and a blue circle
cued the letter task on the task-switch trial).
On three-quarters of trials, the task-irrelevant character was mapped to an incongruent response
key, whereas for the remaining quarter the irrelevant character response was mapped to a congruent
response key. The position of task-relevant and task-irrelevant characters varied randomly. Characters
were randomly selected from the respective task-set with the restriction that the same stimulus combination would not appear on successive trials. The target remained on screen until a response was
recorded, or 5 s had elapsed.
Instructions given prior to each session encouraged quick and accurate responding. Performance
feedback (mean accuracy and RT) was provided at the end of each practice and experimental block.
Practice in the ﬁrst session began with four single-task and single cue blocks of 64 trials (2 blocks
per task, one per cue type, response–target interval = 1.2 s, cue–target interval = 0.6 s), followed by
four blocks of single task blocks with both cue categories intermixed (2 blocks per task, response–target interval = 0.75 s, cue–target interval = 0.6 s). The ﬁnal six practice blocks used all tasks and cues,
two with response–target interval = 1.2 s, cue–target interval = 0.6 s, two with response–target interval = 0.75 s, cue–target interval = 0.6 s and two with response–target interval = 0.75 s, cue–target
interval = 0.15 s. Session-two practice dropped the single cue blocks and there was only one block
of each of the other types.
In each of the two sessions there were 5 experimental blocks with 256 trials each, which took
approximately 1 h to complete. Each block consisted of 8 trials from each design cell (including two
response congruent and six response incongruent trials). To reduce participant fatigue, the 5 blocks
were presented as 10 ‘‘mini-blocks’’ consisting of 128 trials each. A dummy trial was inserted between
trial 128 and 129 to preserve the balance of trial types. A brief rest period was given at the end of each
mini-block, with a longer self-paced break offered after 5 mini-blocks.
3.2. Results
As in Experiment 1, we removed from further analysis response-congruent trials, the ﬁrst four trials
in each block, and all trials that followed a non-response or error (3.6%) or with RT less than 0.2 s
(0.002%) or greater than 3.5 s (1.1%). We analyzed only session-two data, as strong practice effects
were again evident in session one, but performance was stable in session two.
3.2.1. Moments analysis
Fig. 7 characterizes performance averaged over participants and task in terms of error rates and
the mean and standard deviation (SD) of correct RT. As with Fig. 1, the upper pair of lines reports
mean RT for correct responses, the middle pair of lines the SD of RT for correct responses and the
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Fig. 7. Experiment 2: Mean correct RT (upper pair of lines, left side scale), correct RT standard deviation (middle pair of lines, left
side scale) and error rates (bottom pair of lines, right side scale) with within-subject standard errors (Loftus & Masson, 1994).

lower pair of lines the error rates. Appendix A reports all effects signiﬁcant at the 0.05 level in fourfactor ANOVA analyses for each measure, with a summary of conclusions based on these tests provided here.
As is evident in Fig. 7, there was a strong cue–target interval effect on mean RT but little effect on
other measures, and a strong task-switching effect on mean RT with smaller effects on SD and errors.
All effects were enhanced by cue repetition. Overall, cue repetition resulted in faster and less variable
correct RT than cue switching but did not much affect errors, except for an elevation with both cue and
task switching. Consistent with the idea that task-repeat trials obtain an extra beneﬁt from the repetition of the cue value that does not apply to task-switch cue trials when the cue repeats, there were
larger cue-switch costs in mean RT for task-repeat trials than task-switch trials.
Fig. 7 also shows that a reduction in task-switch costs in mean RT with cue–target interval occurred
only for cue-repeat trials, as reﬂected in a signiﬁcant three-way interaction reported in Appendix A. A
simple-effects analyses of cue-repeat trials conﬁrmed a reduction in mean RT switch costs from 0.18 s
to 0.13 s, F(1, 31) = 14.6, p < .001, but a constant switch cost of 0.05 s for cue-switch trials, F < 1. These
ﬁndings are consistent with Monsell and Mizon’s (2006) suggestion that cue switching causes task
repetitions to be processed, at least in part, like task switches. Logan et al. (2007) argued against this
idea, noting that if cue-switch trials involve an initial switch away followed by a switch back the two
switches should make cue-switch trials slower than task-switch trials, which require only one switch,
but this is not found. We also found that cue-switch task-repeat trials (0.86 s) were not faster than
task-switch cue-repeat trials (0.87 s). We discuss this issue further in the next major section of the paper where we estimate preparation probabilities.
As in Experiment 1, the various signiﬁcant effects of task switching, response–target interval and
cue–target interval on correct RT suggest the experiment produced sufﬁciently large variations to support clear results in crossing-point tests. Although error rates were a little higher for the digit than letter task, task had only minor effects on correct RT. As our focus in further analyses is on correct RT, we
performed crossing-point and model ﬁtting analyses on data aggregated over task. As for Experiment
1, including a task breakdown did not change our conclusions. To simplify the crossing-point analyses
we performed them separately on the cue-switch conditions (which are most analogous to Experiment 1 where the cue always switched) and on cue-repeat conditions.
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Fig. 8. Experiment 2: Density crossing point estimates averaged across participants (with Loftus & Masson, 1994, standard error
bars). The left hand column of panels (a, c, e, g) report results for cue-switch conditions and the right hand column (b, d, f, h) for
cue-repeat conditions. Each panel shows one of eight sets of comparisons in which either cue–target interval was held constant
for cue switch (a, b) and cue repeat (c, d) or response–target interval was held constant for cue switch (e, f) and cue repeat (g, h).
Each adjacent pair of bars in a panel compares the same task switch distribution (from the interval condition indicated on the xaxis) with either a matched (i.e., same interval condition) repeat distribution (lighter bars) or the alternative (interval condition
corresponding to the alternate task switch distribution) repeat distribution (darker bars). RTI = response–target interval,
CTI = cue–target interval.
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3.2.2. Crossing-point tests
Individual participant crossing-point analyses were done using the same methods as for Experiment 1, with details reported in Appendix A, and results shown graphically in Fig. 8. The results of
the crossing-point tests for Experiment 2 replicated the results of Experiment 1, both when cues
dimensions switched and when they repeated. Hence, the slowing of prepared and unprepared distributions for cue–target interval = 0.15 s compared to longer cue–target intervals cannot be explained
solely by the change in target location between trials that occurred in Experiment 1.
Importantly, the results of the crossing-point analysis were consistent with the effect of cue
switching being explained by differences in preparation probability. That is, crossing-points were
not signiﬁcantly different between pairs of cue-switch conditions, indicating that the differences between these pairs (i.e., the effect of cue switching) could be explained by a difference in preparation
probability. To explore this extension of FTE, we report in the next section model ﬁts that assumed the
same basis distributions for all cue conditions, estimating b weights for cue-switch conditions and ﬁxing b at one for conditions where both the task and cue repeated.
3.2.3. Model ﬁtting
We used the same methods as for Experiment 1 to ﬁt the FTED and 2FTE0 models. For the FTED
model, we ﬁxed b to zero in the cue–target interval = 0.15 s, response–target interval = 0.75 s task
and cue repeat condition. For the 2FTE0 model, we ﬁxed b to zero in the response–target interval = 0.75 s task and cue repeat condition for each of the separate ﬁts to cue–target interval = 0.15 s
and cue–target interval = 0.6 s data. For each type of model we explore two variants that differed in
the number of task-repeat conditions in which b weights were ﬁxed at one, as there did not seem
to us to be any a priori reason to choose one over the other.
For the 2FTE0 model, the variants ﬁxed b = 1 in: (a) all cue and task repeat conditions, and (b) only
the response–target interval = 1.2 s cue and task repeat condition. Variant (a), with 10 estimated b
weights, corresponds to previous applications of FTE, where all task and cue repeat trials are assumed
prepared. Variant (b), with 12 estimated b weights, is appropriate if response–target interval affects
the chance that a prepared state reverts to an unprepared state for task-repeat trials when the cue
switches.3 For the 2FTE0 model, variant (b) provided a better trade-off between goodness-of-ﬁt and
model complexity (BIC = 40,417) than model (a) (BIC = 40,517).
For the FTED model, the variants ﬁxed b = 1 in: (a) all cue and task repeat conditions, and (b) only
the response–target interval = 1.2 s, cue–target interval = 0.6 s cue and task repeat condition. Once
again variant (a), with 11 estimated b weights, corresponds to previous applications of FTE, where
all task-repeat trials are assumed prepared. Variant (b) gave the FTED model greater ﬂexibility to ﬁt
the data by using the maximum possible number of estimated b weights (14). Once again the more
ﬂexible variant (b) provided a better trade-off between goodness-of-ﬁt and model complexity
(BIC = 40,790) than model (a) (BIC = 43,319). However, even the best FTED variant was inferior to
the worst 2FTE0 variant.
Fig. 9 shows the ﬁt of the best FTED model. Despite this model having the maximum possible ﬂexibility to ﬁt the data, substantial misﬁt is evident, consistent with the results for Experiment 1. Fig. 10
shows the Multinomial approximation ﬁt of the best 2FTE0 model (note that the ﬁt of the ‘‘ExGaussian
Fits’’ shown by dashed lines in Fig. 10 will be discussed in the section ‘‘Identifying Latent Variables’’
below). As was also the case for Experiment 1, the 2FTE0 model provides an accurate description of
the data, with the only evident misﬁt due to a tendency to slightly overestimate cumulative probability for the middle quantiles of the response–target interval = 1.2 s cue and task switch condition for
both cue–target interval conditions.
Table 2 provides participant average b weight estimates for the best 2FTE0 model (note that the ﬁt
of the ExGaussian preparation probability estimates shown in the right column of Table 2 will be
3
Note that an equivalent ﬁt would be obtained if b weights were ﬁxed at one for the response-target interval = 0.75 s cue-repeat
condition and estimated for the response-target interval = 1.2 s cue-repeat condition, with only the estimated b weights changing.
For example, if the response-target interval = 1.2 s condition is more prepared than the response-target interval = 0.75 s condition
Model (b) will estimate the latter condition as less than one, but if preparation is ordered in the opposite way the b weight will be
estimated as greater than one.
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Fig. 9. Experiment 2: Observed and predicted cumulative distribution functions for the best FTED model variant. RTI = response–
target interval, CTI = cue–target interval.
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Fig. 10. Experiment 2: Observed and predicted cumulative distribution functions for Multinomial approximation ﬁts of the best
2FTE0 model variant and corresponding ExGaussian approximation ﬁts. RTI = response–target interval, CTI = cue–target interval.
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Table 2
Experiment 2: Average b weights for the best 2FTE0 model using Multinomial approximation and mixture probability estimates for
2FTE0 Ex-Gaussian model. RTI = response–target interval, CTI = cue–target interval.
CTI (s)

Task

Cue

RTI (s)

Multinomial 2FTE0

Ex-Gaussian 2FTE0

0.15

Switch

Switch

0.75
1.2
0.75
1.2
0.75
1.2
0.75
1.2

0 (Fixed)
0.13
0.27
0.34
0.29
0.32
1.16
1 (Fixed)

.11
.16
.23
.32
.28
.30
.80
.75

0.75
1.2
0.75
1.2
0.75
1.2
0.75
1.2

0 (Fixed)
0.47
0.18
0.54
0.35
0.66
0.67
1 (Fixed)

.27
.41
.30
.46
.43
.52
.59
.69

Repeat
Repeat

Switch
Repeat

0.6

Switch

Switch
Repeat

Repeat

Switch
Repeat

discussed in the section ‘‘Identifying Latent Variables’’ below). In order to explore the effects of both
types of switching on b weights we performed tests separately for each combination of interval
manipulations. Detailed results are reported in Appendix B. The pattern of results was consistent
for each combination: b weights were larger in repeat than switch conditions and as expected there
was a larger cue-switching effect when the task repeated.
3.3. Discussion
The model ﬁts were consistent with the results of crossing-point tests in favoring the 2FTE0 model,
and hence that both prepared and unprepared distributions are slowed in the cue–target interval = 0.15 s condition relative to the cue–target interval = 0.6 s condition. These results conﬁrm that
the slowing observed in Experiment 1 is not solely due to movement of the target between trials. They
also show that differences in preparation probability are able to account for the effects of cue switching as well as task switching. The 2FTE0 model b weight estimates were consistent with preparation
being greatest when both the dimension of the cue and the task repeat.
In the next section we develop and apply a method that allows us to directly estimate preparation
probability. The method also provides parametric estimates of the latent prepared and unprepared
distributions, with parameters that allow us to directly test Brown et al.’s (2006) shift-FTE theory. That
is, we can test whether the short and longer cue–target interval basis distributions differ only by a
shift. We use this method to ﬁt the 2FTE0 model to the data from both experiments. We do not report
ﬁts of the FTED model using this method, given the consistency of evidence favoring the 2FTE0 model
in previous analyses. We did, however, perform these ﬁts and they replicated the superiority of the
2FTE0 model found with Multinomial ﬁts.
4. Identifying latent variables
The Multinomial approximation does not provide direct estimates of the latent basis distributions
and preparation probabilities because the Multinomial distribution is reproductive under mixture.
That is, a mixture of Multinomial distributions also has Multinomial form. If, however, we assume
the basis distributions have a form that is not reproductive under mixture it is possible to use model
ﬁts to identify preparation probabilities.
We chose an ExGaussian form for the basis distributions as it is known to provide a good description of choice RT distributions in a wide variety of tasks (Luce, 1986) and is not reproductive under
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mixture (see Appendix B for ﬁtting methods). An ExGaussian random variable is the sum of a normal
random variable, with mean l and standard deviation r, and an exponential random variable with
mean and standard deviation s. The l parameter effects on the location of the ExGaussian distribution,
so if shift-FTE theory is correct, short and long cue–target interval basis distributions will differ only in
l. The scale and shape of the ExGaussian are determined by the r and s parameters, so shift-FTE theory predicts no difference in either as a function of cue–target interval.
As there is no mathematical necessity to ﬁx preparation probability parameters in any condition
we did not do so for the ExGaussian ﬁts. This allowed us to test whether repeat trials are always prepared. The Multinomial ﬁts to Experiment 2 suggest that, at least when the cue changes, participants
may revert to an unprepared state on some task-repeat trials. The ExGaussian ﬁts can test if this is also
the case for trials where both cue and task repeat.
If participants are sometimes unprepared for task and cue repeat trials, FTE may be able to explain
a further phenomenon through differences in preparation probability; the ‘‘mixing cost’’ (Monsell,
2003). A mixing cost occurs when task-repeat RT is slower for task A trials when they are mixed with
task B trials relative to a design purely using task A. FTE might explain this ﬁnding if participants are
more often unprepared for a repeat trial in a task-switching design than they are for trials in a mixed
design.
4.1. Distributions
Figs. 6 and 10 show the ExGaussian 2FTE0 model ﬁts to the observed distributions in Experiments 1
and 2 respectively. These ﬁts are almost as good as the Multinomial approximation ﬁts despite requiring 36 fewer estimated distribution parameters (i.e., 3 instead of 12 for each of the four basis distributions), but only 7 and 4 extra preparation probability estimates for Experiments 1 and 2
respectively. Fig. 11 shows the estimated ExGaussian basis distributions for each experiment. The
slowing of both prepared and unprepared distributions for cue–target interval = 0.15 s relative to
longer cue–target interval conditions is clearly evident.
Table 3 provides the ExGaussian basis function parameter estimates. Details of ANOVA analyses on
these estimates are provided in Appendix A. For both experiments the unprepared distribution differed from the prepared distribution in having larger values of both l and s. Averaged over experiments l was larger by 0.12 s and s by 0.23 s. The effect of cue–target interval was most evident in
the l parameter. For both experiments the short cue–target interval distributions were shifted slower
than the long cue–target interval distributions, by 0.12 s on average over experiments. This effect was
also consistently larger for the unprepared (0.16 s) than the prepared (0.08 s) distributions. The r
parameter was larger for short than longer cue–target intervals in both experiments, but only by
0.02 s on average. Cue–target interval effects on the s parameter differed consistently over experiments for prepared and unprepared distributions. On average over experiments, for the prepared distribution, s was 0.08 s greater for the short cue–target interval but for the unprepared distribution it
was 0.03 s less for the short cue–target interval.
These results are consistent with Brown et al.’s (2006) shift-FTE model, at least for cue–target interval = 0.15 s vs. longer cue–target intervals, in that the effect of cue–target interval was most evident in
the l parameter. However, they also provide evidence that a shift alone is not sufﬁcient to explain the
effect of cue–target interval on the basis distributions. A shift of similar magnitude characterized the
differences between prepared and unprepared distributions, but there was also an increase that was
twice as large in s, indicating that the unprepared distribution has a greater variance and skew than
the prepared distribution.
4.2. Preparation probabilities
Tables 1 and 2 provide ExGaussian-based preparation probability estimates for Experiments 1 and
2 respectively. These estimates are highly correlated with the corresponding Multinomial estimates
(r = .93 for task-switch conditions in Experiment 1 and r = .97 for all conditions in Experiment 2). However, they reﬁne the interpretation provided by the Multinomial estimates in that they indicate that,
even in repeat conditions, preparation was never maximal (i.e., did not have a probability equal to
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Fig. 11. Prepared and unprepared distributions estimated using the ExGaussian approximation. Each point plots cumulative
probability at each of the 12 quantiles used for Multinomial ﬁts, with both averaged over participants, as in Figs. 5 and 9.
RTI = response–target interval, CTI = cue–target interval.

Table 3
Average Ex-Gaussian basis distribution parameter estimates for the 2FTE0 model ﬁts shown in Fig. 5 (Experiment 1) and 9
(Experiment 2). CTI = cue–target interval.
Distribution

Prepared

Parameter

l

r

s

l

Unprepared

r

s

Experiment 1

CTI = 0.15 s
CTI > 0.15 s

0.52
0.46

0.05
0.05

0.17
0.13

0.65
0.53

0.05
0.03

0.32
0.36

Experiment 2

CTI = 0.15 s
CTI = 0.6 s

0.54
0.45

0.05
0.05

0.24
0.14

0.73
0.53

0.09
0.03

0.46
0.49

one). We tested whether this ﬁnding of sub-maximal preparation was reliable by model comparison.
To do so we ﬁrst ﬁt models that assumed preparation probability was maximal (i.e., ﬁxed at one) for
the conditions with the highest ExGaussian preparation probability estimate in Tables 1 and 24. For
4
For Experiment 1 these are the cue–target interval = 0.15 s, response–target interval = 0.75 s and cue–target interval = 1.05 s,
response-target interval = 1.2 s task–repeat conditions, and for Experiment 2 the cue-target interval = 0.15 s, response–target
interval = 0.75 s and cue–target interval = 0.6 s, response-target interval = 1.2 s task and cue repeat conditions. By selecting
conditions in this way the model selection test is biased in favor of the simpler model, but that only strengthens the conclusion in
favor of the more complex model found by these tests.
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both experiments, BIC preferred the models where no probabilities were ﬁxed (i.e., the latter models had
a smaller BIC value; Experiment 1: 4542 vs. 4529, and Experiment 2: 20,085 vs. 20,475). Hence, these
results indicate that in both experiments, even under the best available conditions, preparation was
never maximal.
Appendix A reports detailed results of ANOVA analyses on the preparation probabilities reported in
Tables 1 and 2. For Experiment 1, the advantage in preparation for repeat trials was greater for the
short cue–target interval but did not change between the two longer cue–target intervals, consistent
with the greater switch cost for the short cue–target interval and a constant switch cost for longer
cue–target intervals in mean RT. For Experiment 2, preparation was greatly reduced by both cue
and task switching and to a lesser degree by the short response–target interval and short cue–target
interval. The preparation advantage for task-repeat trials was greatest when both the cue dimension
and value repeated, consistent with the over-additive effects of cue and task repetition found with
mean RT, but even in the most prepared conditions preparation was estimated to fail on around
20% of trials.
A reviewer observed that FTE was originally developed in order to explain cue–target interval by
task switch vs. repeat interactions in mean RT in terms of differences in preparedness. They wondered
if our extended FTE model, by explaining at least some of the cue–target interval effect in terms of basis distribution differences, calls into question an interpretation of the interaction in terms of preparedness. The ExGaussian probability estimates can address this question because, unlike b
weights, they can be compared across conditions with different basis distributions (i.e., short and long
cue–target interval conditions). Tables 1 and 2 show that the interaction in mean RT is reﬂected in an
interaction in the probability estimates. Note that it is the interaction that is of interest, which can be
quantiﬁed as the difference between repeat and switch probability estimates, not just the switch probability estimates alone, as repeat probabilities also change with cue–target interval.
In particular, for the longer response–target interval condition in Experiment 1, the task-repeat
minus task-switch preparation probability difference decreased as cue–target interval increased:
(.59, .44, .27). The same is also true for the shorter response–target interval condition: (.77, .44). Shorter cue–target intervals also magniﬁed the probability difference due to cue switching in Experiment 2.
The cue-repeat minus cue-switch difference for the short vs. long cue–target intervals – averaging
over task switch and repeat conditions – was (.32, .1) in the short response–target interval condition
and (.31, .11) in the long response–target interval condition. There was also a signiﬁcant three-way
interaction between task and cue switching and cue–target interval, just as there was for mean RT
(see Appendix A). As for mean RT, we performed a simple effect analysis on preparation probability
separately for cue-switch and cue-repeat trials, and obtained the same pattern of results. For cue-repeat trials the difference between repeat and switch trial preparation decreased strongly (from .5 to
.26), F(1, 31) = 51.4, p < .001, whereas there was only a small (from .16 to .11) and non-signiﬁcant decrease for cue-switch trials, F(1, 31) = 1.44, p = .24.
Hence, an interpretation of the ExGaussian probability estimates in terms of preparedness remains
consistent with the plausible assertion that preparedness increases with cue–target interval. An
exception occurs for cue-switch trials, but this is also the case for mean RT. Thus, just as is the case
for mean RT, the preparation probability results are consistent with Monsell and Mizon’s (2006) characterization of cue switching as making cue-repeat trials more like cue-switching trials. However, we
also found that even under ideal conditions in a mixed-task block, such as when the cue repeats, taskrepeat trials are more like task-switch trials in terms of preparation than might have been thought
previously. Overall, our ﬁndings indicate that all trial types lie at intermediate positions on a continuum, with the particular position dictated the combined effects of a variety of experimental
manipulations.
Even though our extended FTE theory does allow for preparation to be less than maximal for taskrepeat trials and for preparation on repeat trials to change with experimental conditions, it is also
important to acknowledge that the largest effect of cue–target interval is on task-switch preparation.
On average, task-switch preparation changed from .12 to .3 for the shortest to the 0.6 s cue–target
interval in Experiment 1 and .21 to .41 in Experiment 2. In contrast, repeat preparation decreased from
.78 to .68 in Experiment 1 and was virtually unchanged, .52 to .51, in Experiment 2. Similarly, in the
long response–target interval condition of Experiment 1 task-switch preparation continued to
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increase from the medium to the longest cue–target interval, .37 to .47, whereas repeat preparation
went from .71 to .74.
These results suggest that task-repeat preparation, although not maximal, is not greatly affected by
cue–target interval. In Experiment 2, cue–target interval also affected cue-switch preparation (.21 vs.
52) more than cue-repeat preparation (.41 vs. .51). Overall, a consistent pattern emerges whereby increased cue–target intervals allow preparation to substantially ameliorate the deleterious effects of
both cue and task switches. In contrast, preparation differences on cue and task repeat trials are smaller and more labile.

5. General discussion
We used de Jong’s (2000) Failure-to-Engage (FTE) theory as a framework for exploring the role of
preparation in task-switching paradigms. Our point of departure was Brown et al.’s (2006) falsiﬁcation
of FTE in the alternating-runs task-switching paradigm (Rogers & Monsell, 1995). FTE proposes that
observed RT distributions are a binary mixture of distributions associated with ‘‘prepared’’ and
‘‘unprepared’’ states. It thus makes a very speciﬁc prediction that holds for any model parameter values, that RT density functions cross at a ‘‘ﬁxed-point’’ (Falmagne, 1968). The ﬁxed-point property provides an ideal ‘‘strong-inference’’ test (Platt, 1964) not subject to the well-known problems of model
mimickery (Roberts & Pashler, 2000) that plague the model-ﬁt tests that have previously been used to
evaluate FTE.
We applied the ﬁxed-point test to data from two experiments using the cued-trials paradigm that
has been favored in recent investigations of task switching because it affords experiential control over
the time available for preparation. In both experiments we found the same result as Brown et al.
(2006) did in the alternating runs paradigm; FTE fails the ﬁxed-point test. These results contrast with
another recent challenge to FTE (Lien et al., 2005) that can be answered based on a mechanism proposed in the original theory, a difference in location between prepared distributions for task-switch
and repeat trials (Lindsen & De Jong, 2010). Our tests falsify FTE not only in its full original formulation, but also a generalized version where prepared distributions for switch and repeat can differ in
more than location.
Far from concluding that preparation failure has no role in task switching, we focused on the fact
that the ﬁxed-point property was only violated between short (0.15 s) and longer cue-to-target intervals (CTI), but not between two longer cue–target intervals (0.6 s vs. 1.05 s) or between two longer
response-to-target intervals (response–target interval, 0.75 s vs. 1.05 s). Because it seemed unlikely
to us that ﬁxed points arose accidentally for the majority of our experimental manipulations, we proposed an extension of FTE that accommodates the discrepant result. Rather than allowing only prepared distributions to differ between switch and repeat trials, the extension allows unprepared as
well as prepared distributions to differ between short and longer cue–target intervals.
We used Multinomial model ﬁtting (Yantis et al., 1991) to show that the extended FTE model provides an accurate description of our data. In contrast, the original FTE model was clearly descriptively
inadequate, even when granted the extra ﬂexibility of allowing prepared switch and repeat distributions to differ arbitrarily. The latter model was also rejected relative to our extended model when taking into account differences in the number of estimated parameters for each model.
A second experiment was designed to test one possible cause of slower prepared and unprepared
distributions for the short cue–target interval condition in our ﬁrst experiment; that the shift in the
cue and the target position between trials might not leave sufﬁcient time for an eye-movement or
a shift in visual attention to the new location before the target appeared. In our second experiment,
the target remained in the same location on all trials, yet ﬁxed-point tests and model ﬁtting again favored the extended FTE model, indicating that target movement could not explain the observed slowing. We suggested that the cause of the slowing might instead be a lack of time to process the task-cue
(Schneider & Logan, 2005) before the target appears in the short cue–target interval condition. As the
slowing of prepared and unprepared distributions applies to both task-switch and task-repeat trials, it
appears that task-cue processing is required even for task-repeat trials, if only to determine that no
reconﬁguration is required.
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Note that a different explanation might be required for Brown et al.’s (2006) results, as there is no
task-cue in the alternating runs paradigm. They did, however, include a condition with a very short
response–target interval (0.15 s). One possibility is that participants must still engage in a time-consuming memory retrieval operation to determine if reconﬁguration is required for the next trial, with
the short response–target interval providing insufﬁcient time to complete retrieval before the target
appears. Another possibility is that the very recently occurring response interferes with the participant’s ability to process the target. Further experimentation is required to test these possibilities.
Our second experiment incorporated a task-cue switching manipulation in order to unconfound
task-cue priming and genuine task-switching effects (Logan & Bundesen, 2003; Mayr & Kliegl,
2003). The extended FTE theory was able to accommodate the effects not only of response–target
interval and task-switching manipulations but also the effects of cue switching purely by variations
in the probability of preparation. For task-repeat trials, preparation probability was less when the
cue switched than when it repeated, suggesting that a change in the task-cue change causes participants to more often enter an unprepared state than when the task-cue repeats.
We then identiﬁed a limitation of the Multinomial method used in ﬁtting FTE models in all previous applications, that it cannot directly estimate preparation probability and the prepared and unprepared distributions. We avoided these limitations using a new method, which assumes that prepared
and unprepared distributions have an ExGaussian form (Luce, 1986). Preparation probability estimates produced by this method provided a coherent account of all experimental manipulations, with
greater preparation when the task and/or task cue repeated, and to a less degree for longer cue–target
intervals and response–target intervals. They also indicated that preparation was never maximal, suggesting a further extension of FTE; that participants are sometimes in an unprepared state on task-repeat trials even when cues repeat and even at long response–target intervals and cue–target intervals.
This lead us to suggest that preparation failure might explain yet another important task-switching
phenomenon, mixing costs (Monsell, 2003), where RT is faster for single-task designs than for the
same task on repeat trials in a task-switching design. Mixing costs are predicted by FTE if the probability of preparation is greater (perhaps even maximal) under single task conditions than for repeat
trials in a task-switching design. Once again further experimentation is required to evaluate this possibility. We close by considering some other implications of our results for future developments of
FTE.
Future directions. Although FTE can provide an accurate descriptive account of RT distribution for
correct responses, it does not address the commonly observed switch-cost in accuracy (e.g., Monsell,
2003) and does not provide an account of the processes underlying the prepared and unprepared
states. Both limitations might be addressed by modeling these states as arising from evidence accumulation processes with differing parameters. Choice RT evidence accumulation models (e.g., Brown
& Heathcote, 2005, 2008; Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997; Ratcliff & Smith, 2004; Usher & McClelland, 2001)
are natural choice as they have been shown to account for both RT and accuracy in single-task designs
using a wide variety of choice tasks, and have had some recent applications to task-switching (Karayanidis et al., 2009; Schmitz & Voss, 2012; Schneider & Logan, 2005).
Choice RT models can be integrated with FTE using the same types of methods that we used for the
ExGaussian distribution. We used the latter distribution in the same descriptive spirit as previous
applications of the Multinomial method. However, there exist approximate correspondences between
ExGaussian and evidence accumulation parameters (e.g., Schmiedek, Oberauer, Wilhelm, Sub, & Wittmann, 2007; Smith & Mewhort, 1998) that are suggestive of process interpretations. In particular, an
increase in the ExGaussian l parameter approximately maps to a delay in the onset of evidence accumulation, and an increase in the s parameter to a decrease in the rate at which evidence is
accumulated.
Our ExGaussian results suggest, therefore, that the unprepared state differs from the prepared state
in having a lower evidence accumulation rate and to a lesser degree by the onset of evidence accumulation being delayed. A lower accumulation rate causes an increase in choice errors, potentially
explaining the switch cost in accuracy. In contrast, the slowing caused by a short cue–target interval
was mainly the result of a delay, perhaps due to the need to complete task-cue processing before the
onset of evidence accumulation. However, there were also smaller effects on s suggestive of a secondary effect of a short cue–target interval on the rate of evidence accumulation.
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In summary, although we rejected some aspects of de Jong’s (2000) original FTE proposal, we believe there is a strong case for theories of task switching to incorporate the possibility of preparation
failure using more ﬂexible versions of FTE. The combination of ﬁxed-point tests and model ﬁtting provides a powerful and tractable tool to guide such developments. Rather than viewing this possibility as
competing with other mechanisms potentially involved in task-switching phenomena, such as an
interplay between reconﬁguration and proactive interference (Karayanidis & Jamadar, 2014; Karayanidis et al., 2010; Kiesel et al., 2010; Vandierendonck et al., 2010) and task-cue priming (Schneider &
Logan, 2005), we believe FTE theory is potentially compatible with, and indeed needs to incorporate,
such detailed process mechanisms in order to provide a more complete account.
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Appendix A. Inferential test details
A.1. Experiment 1
Moments tests. Analysis of the interval factor was accomplished with two ANOVAs:
(1) A ‘‘factorial-interval’’ ANOVA: data from the response–target interval = 1.2 s, cue–target interval = 1.05 s condition was excluded, allowing a factorial analysis of response–target interval
(1.2 s vs. 0.75 s)  cue–target interval (0.6 s vs. 0.15 s)  Switching (Task Switch vs. Repeat).
(2) A ‘‘long cue–target interval’’ ANOVA: response–target interval = 1.2 s data was included except
cue–target interval = 0.15 s, allowing a factorial analysis of cue–target interval (1.05 s vs.
0.6 s)  Switching (Task Switch vs. Repeat).
The factorial-interval ANOVA conﬁrmed switch costs in mean RT (0.16 s, F(1, 23) = 44.5, p < .001),
SD (0.09 s, F(1, 23) = 7.42, p = .01), and errors (2.2%, F(1, 23) = 32.64, p < .001). The same was true in
the long cue–target interval ANOVA (mean: 0.11 s, F(1, 23) = 25.8, p < .001, SD: 0.08 s, F(1, 23) = 8.93,
p = .007, and errors: 1.8%, F(1, 23) = 14.71, p < .001), indicating signiﬁcant residual switch costs.
In the long cue–target interval ANOVAs, there were main effects of cue–target interval in all measures, due to a decrease for the longest cue–target interval (mean: 0.03 s, F(1, 23) = 7.71, p = .01, SD:
0.04 s, F(1, 23) = 9.03, p = .006, and errors: 0.9%, F(1, 23) = 6.9, p = .02). However, consistent with fairly
constant switch costs for the longer cue–target intervals, no interactions between cue–target interval
and switching were signiﬁcant. In contrast, in the factorial-interval ANOVAs, cue–target interval only
had a main effect on mean RT (0.12 s, F(1, 23) = 126.4, p < .001), whereas it interacted with switch cost
in both mean RT (0.04 s less at the 0.6 s cue–target interval, F(1, 23) = 9.62, p = .005), and SD (0.05 s
greater at the 0.6 s cue–target interval, F(1, 23) = 7.42, p = .01). As is evident in Fig. 1, mean RT switch
cost was less for the long response–target interval (by 0.04 s, F(1, 23) = 17.24, p < .001).
Crossing-point tests. We tested differences among crossing point estimates in each matched and
alternate comparison set using ANOVAs with violations of sphericity accommodated by a Greenhouse–Geisser (e) correction. The crossing points in the ﬁrst (Fig. 3a) and second (Fig. 3b) comparison
sets (i.e., matched comparisons) did not differ signiﬁcantly, F(3, 69) = 2.3, e = 0.66, p = .11 and
F(3, 69) = 1.14, e = 0.79, p = .33, respectively. Hence, when conditions differed only in response–target
interval, results were as predicted by the FTE0 model.
Quite different results were obtained for comparisons made between the 0.15 s and other cue–target interval conditions with response–target interval held constant. When response–target interval
was 0.75 s (Fig. 3c) or 1.2 s (Fig. 3d), crossing points involving the 0.15 s cue–target interval switch distribution were consistently slower than those involving the 0.6 s cue–target interval switch distribution, F(3, 69) = 6.85, e = 0.65, p = .003, and F(3, 69) = 0.45, e = 0.72, p < .001, respectively. The same was
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true in the cue–target interval 0.15 s vs. 1.05 s comparison with response–target interval = 1.2 s
(Fig. 3e), F(3, 69) = 6.21, e = 0.68, p = .004. However, violations of the ﬁxed point property did not always occur when cue–target interval was varied, as shown by the comparison of cue–target interval
0.6 s vs. 1.05 s with response–target interval = 1.2 s (Fig. 3f), F(3, 69)<1.
A.2. Experiment 2
Moments tests. Error rates and the mean and standard deviation (SD) of correct RT were analyzed by
2 (Task)  2 (cue–target interval)  2 (response–target interval)  2 (Task switching)  2 (Cue switching) repeated-measures ANOVAs.
Cue–target interval had a strong main effect on mean RT (0.21 s faster for the longer cue–target
interval: F(1, 31) = 260, p < .001) and smaller but highly signiﬁcant effects on SD (0.03 s less for the
longer cue–target interval, F(1, 31) = 14.4, p < .001) and errors (1% less for the longer cue–target interval, F(1, 31) = 25.1, p < .001). Response–target interval did not have any signiﬁcant main effects but
interacted with cue–target interval in mean RT, F(1, 31) = 6.1, p = .02, with no effect of response–target
interval for cue–target interval = 0.15 s but 0.02 s faster performance for the long response–target
interval for cue–target interval = 0.6 s.
Task-switching, F(1, 31) = 41.8, p < .001, and cue-switching, F(1, 31) = 34.2, p < .001, both had main
effects on mean RT of about 0.1 s, with repeat faster than switch, and these effects interacted,
F(1, 31) = 25.9, p < .001. This was due to a larger cue switch cost for task-repeat trials (0.14 s) than
task-switch trials (0.03 s). Cue and task switching also participated in a three-way interaction with
cue–target interval, F(1, 31) = 11.1, p = .002, with 0.05 s effects of task switching at both cue–target
intervals for cue switch trials, but larger effects for cue repeat trials (0.18 s and 0.12 s for short and
long cue–target intervals respectively).
For SD, there were main effects of both task-switching, F(1, 31) = 10.6, p = .003, and cue-switching,
F(1, 31) = 37.9, p < .001, and these effects interacted, F(1, 31) = 16.2, p < .001, with the same direction of
effects as for mean RT. In contrast to mean RT, only the two-way interaction of task-switching and
cue–target interval was signiﬁcant for SD, F(1, 31) = 11.5, p = .002, due to a larger task-switching effects for the long than short cue–target interval (0.05 s vs. 0.01 s).
For errors, the main effect of task switch, F(1, 31) = 29.7, p < .001, its interaction with cue switch,
F(1, 31) = 8.1, p = .008, and their three-way interaction with cue–target interval, F(1, 31) = 13.3,
p < .001, were all signiﬁcant. This was due to a 3.1% higher error rate for task switch than task repeat
for cue repeat but only a 0.04% effect for cue switch at cue–target interval = 0.15 s, but equal (0.8%)
effects of task switching for both cue conditions for cue–target interval = 0.6 s.
Task had a highly signiﬁcant effect on error rate, F(1, 31) = 34.4, p < .001, although numerically the
effect was only a 1% advantage for the letter task (4.2% vs. 3.2%). Task also participated in a four-way
interaction with cue–target interval, response–target interval and cue-switching, F(1, 31) = 5.5,
p = .026. For correct RT, the Task factor participated in only a few small effects (a 0.02 s main effect
for SD, F(1, 31) = 4.8, p = .036, and a four-way interaction with cue–target interval, response–target
interval and task-switching, for mean, F(1, 31) = 7.4, p = .011, and SD, F(1, 31) = 4.3, p = .047).
Crossing-point tests. For conditions with cue–target interval = 0.15 s, there was no signiﬁcant difference between crossing points (cue-switch, Fig. 8a, F < 1, and cue-repeat, Fig. 8b, F < 1), and the same
was true for cue–target interval = 0.6 s conditions (cue-switch, Fig. 8c, F(3, 93) = 1.66, e = .82, p = .19,
and cue-repeat, Fig. 8d, F(3, 93) = 2.72, e = .75, p = .067).
In contrast, comparisons across conditions with short and long cue–target intervals were highly
signiﬁcant, for both cue-switch (Fig. 8e, F(3, 93) = 10.8, e = .7, p < .001) and cue-repeat (Fig. 8f,
F(3, 93) = 24.4, e = .7, p < .001) short response–target interval conditions and for cue-switch (Fig. 8g,
F(3, 93) = 16.9, e = .7, p < .001) and cue-repeat (Fig. 8h, F(3, 93) = 25.7, e = .73, p < .001) long response–target interval conditions.
Finally, as for Experiment 1, we computed crossing points among task-switch conditions, which
both the FTEd and FTED models predict to be equivalent. Contrary to this prediction, these six crossing
points were highly signiﬁcantly different for both the cue-switch (F(5, 155) = 9.26, e = .35, p < .001) and
cue-repeat (F(5, 155) = 18.7, e = .41, p < .001) conditions. The same type of comparison can be made
among cue-switch distributions. For task-switch conditions, these comparisons are identical to the
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corresponding cue-switch comparisons, and so reject the extension of FTEd and FTED models to cue
switching. For task-repeat conditions, the comparisons differ but again are signiﬁcant,
F(5, 155) = 5.0, e = .4, p = .01.
b-Weight tests. We performed 2  2 ANOVAs separately for each combination of interval manipulations. Note that a full four-way ANOVA cannot be performed due to the presence of four ﬁxed b
weights. However, within each 2  2 ANOVA, only one weight is ﬁxed, which is absorbed into the random participant effect, allowing a valid test of both switching manipulations.
In all cases there were signiﬁcant main effects of switching both cues (cue–target interval = 0.15 s:
response–target interval = 0.75 s, F(1, 31) = 222.1, p < .001, response–target interval = 1.2 s,
F(1, 31) = 163, p < .001, cue–target interval = 0.6 s: response–target interval = 0.75 s, F(1, 31) = 59.7,
p < .001, response–target interval = 1.2 s, F(1, 31) = 40.8, p < .001) and task (cue–target interval = 0.15 s: response–target interval = 0.75 s, F(1, 31) = 45.9, p < .001, response–target interval = 1.2 s,
F(1, 31) = 143.5, p < .001, cue–target interval = 0.6 s: response–target interval = 0.75 s, F(1, 31) = 30.6,
p < .001, response–target interval = 1.2 s, F(1, 31) = 21.9, p < .001) due to larger b weights (and hence
a greater probability of preparation) in repeat than switch conditions. In all but one case, these effects
signiﬁcantly interacted (cue–target interval = 0.15 s: response–target interval = 0.75 s, F(1, 31) = 50,
p < .001, response–target interval = 1.2 s, F(1, 31) = 48.3, p < .001, cue–target interval = 0.6 s: response–target interval = 0.75 s, F(1, 31) = 1.9, p = .18, response–target interval = 1.2 s, F(1, 31) = 25.8,
p < .001), due to a bigger effect of cue switching when the task repeated (this trend was also evident
in the non-signiﬁcant case).
A.3. ExGaussian model
ExGaussian parameters. For Experiment 1 the l parameter was greater by 0.09 s for the short than
longer cue–target intervals, F(1, 23) = 80.6, p < .001, and was greater by 0.1 s for the unprepared than
the prepared distributions, F(1, 23) = 67.5, p < .001. These effects interacted, F(1, 23) = 10.0, p = .004,
due to a greater cue–target interval effect for unprepared (0.12 s) than prepared (0.06 s) distributions.
For the r parameter, only the main effect of cue–target interval approached signiﬁcance,
F(1, 23) = 4.26, p = .05, being 0.01 s greater for the short than longer cue–target intervals. The s parameter was 0.19 s greater for the unprepared than prepared distribution, F(1, 23) = 28.8, p < .001, and this
effect interacted with cue–target interval, F(1, 23) = 9.2, p = .006, due to a larger difference for prepared
than unprepared distributions. The former difference approached signiﬁcance, t(23) = 1.96, p = .06,
while the latter was signiﬁcant, t(23) = 2.5, p = .02.
A similar pattern of results was found for Experiment 2. The l parameter was greater by 0.13 s for
the unprepared than the prepared distribution, F(1, 31) = 32.4, p < .001. It was also greater by 0.15 s for
the short than long cue–target interval, F(1, 31) = 101.2, p < .001. These two effects interacted,
F(1, 23) = 24.8, p < .001, due to a greater cue–target interval effect for unprepared (0.2 s) than prepared
(0.1 s). The r parameter was greater by 0.03 s for the short than long cue–target interval,
F(1, 31) = 20.9, p < .001 and this effect differed for unprepared (0.06 s) and prepared (0.01 s) distributions, F(1, 31) = 21.5, p < .001. The s parameter was greater by 0.28 s for the unprepared than prepared
distribution, F(1, 23) = 98.2, p < .001, and greater by 0.05 s for the short than long cue–target interval,
F(1, 31) = 10.2, p = .003. The two effects interacted, F(1, 31) = 17.1, p < .001, due to a larger cue–target
interval effect for the prepared (0.12 s) than unprepared (-0.03 s) cue–target intervals. The former difference was signiﬁcant, t(31) = 4.4, p < .001, but not the latter, t(31) = 1.6, p = .13.
Preparation probabilities. As for the moments, we analyzed ExGaussian preparation probability estimates for Experiment 1 using two (factorial-interval and long cue–target interval) ANOVAs, and
Experiment 2 using a four-way ANOVA including all factors.
For Experiment 1 there was a main effect of task switching in the factorial-interval ANOVA,
F(1, 21) = 189.1, p < .001, due to a .52 increase in preparation probability for repeat relative to switch
trials. This effect interacted with both cue–target interval, F(1, 23) = 25.5, p < .001 and response–target
interval, F(1, 23) = 19.1, p < .001, as the difference was greater for short (.65) than longer (.4) cue–target intervals and greater for the short (.57) than the long (.47) response–target interval. The response–
target interval and cue–target interval effects also interacted, F(1, 23) = 8.6, p = .008, as the probability
of preparation was greater for the longer cue–target intervals when the response–target interval was
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long (by .09), but negligibly different when the response–target interval was shorter. In the long cue–
target interval ANOVA only the main effect of task switching was signiﬁcant, F(1, 23) = 51.6, p < .001,
due to a .31 greater probability of preparation on task-repeat trials.
For Experiment 2 there were main effects on preparation probability of response–target interval,
F(1, 31) = 22.7, p < .001, cue–target interval, F(1, 31) = 9.0, p = .005, and both cue switching,
F(1, 31) = 203.1, p < .001, and task switching, F(1, 31) = 97.4, p < .001. This was due to increases in preparation probability for longer intervals relative to shorter intervals (by .08 for response–target interval
and .09 for cue–target interval) and repeat relative to switch conditions (by .21 for cue and .27 for
task). There was a signiﬁcant two-way interaction between switching factors, F(1, 31) = 68.1,
p < .001, due to an over-additive effect in the cue and task repeat condition, and this effect interacted
with cue–target interval, F(1, 31) = 44.1, p < .001, as the over-additive effect was greater for the short
cue–target interval, although it was still clearly evident for the long cue–target interval. Response–target interval also interacted with task switching, F(1, 31) = 16.7, p < .001, due to a larger switching effect
for the short than long response–target interval, and with cue–target interval, F(1, 23) = 12.4, p = .001,
as the effect of cue–target interval was mainly evident for the long response–target interval.
Appendix B. Modeling details
In this Appendix we detail issues related to model ﬁtting. First we show that, assuming a Multinomial approximation, prepared and unprepared distributions need not be directly observable (i.e., be
identiﬁed with a particular experimental condition) to estimate a mixture model that is equivalent
in terms of ﬁt to the true model. We then describe our estimation methods for Multinomial and ExGaussian approximation methods.
B.1. Model identiﬁability
Assume we have a set of N > 2 conditions with correct-response RT cumulative distributions (Fi)
that are mixture of prepared (FP) and unprepared (FU) distributions, with prepared probability ai.
The prepared and unprepared distributions need not be directly observable because the distributions
for all conditions can be expressed as a weighted sum of distributions from any two conditions with
different cumulative distributions.
Assume that these latter two conditions have cumulative distribution functions F1 and F2 and,
without loss of generality, that a1 > a2 (i.e., condition 1 is more prepared than condition 2). F1 and
F2 are deﬁned as follows.

F 1 ¼ a1 F P þ ð1  a1 ÞF U

ðA1Þ

F 2 ¼ a2 F P þ ð1  a2 ÞF U

ðA2Þ

Consider a third condition, M, which we will express as a weighted sum of F1 and F2, with mixture
probability aM. Note that aM can take on any value in (0, 1) and need not lie in (a2, a1). The distribution
for condition M, FM, is deﬁned as follows.

F M ¼ aM F P þ ð1  aM ÞF U

ðA3Þ

The distribution for this condition can then be expressed as the weighted sum.

F M ¼ bF 1 þ ð1  bÞF 2

ðA4Þ

b ¼ ðaM  a2 Þ=ða1  a2 Þ

ðA5Þ

The same argument can be made for any further conditions, so mixture model can be ﬁt by estimating
N  2 weights, bi for i > 2, with ﬁxed values of b1 = 1 and b2 = 0 for the two basis conditions.
The b weights cannot always be interpreted as mixture probabilities, as they can take on values in
the range [, ]. However, when aM lies between a1 and a2, 0 6 b 6 1 and 0 6 (1  b) = (a1  aM)/
(a1  a2) 6 1, and so b is on the range (0, 1) and can be interpreted as probability. Otherwise there
are two cases, aM > a1 > a2, where b > 0 and (1  b) < 0, and a1 > a2 > aM, where b < 0 and (1  b) > 0.
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If the distribution form used to approximate the pair of basis distributions is preserved in a mixture, as is the case for the Multinomial, a ﬁt based on (A4) and (A5) will be as good as a ﬁt based
on (A1) and (A2). This implies that, when a Multinomial approximation is used, the mixture probabilities are not directly identiﬁable. This is the case even when the b weights lie on (0, 1), as b1 = 1 and
b2 = 0 by assumption, whereas it may be the case that a1 < 1 and a2 > 0.
Other approximating distribution forms are not preserved in a mixture. For example, if prepared
and unprepared distributions are assumed to have an Ex-Gaussian form, a mixture of these two distributions will not be Ex-Gaussian. Hence, if such a form is assumed for the prepared and unprepared
distributions, all mixture probabilities are identiﬁable.
B.2. Fitting methods
The Multinomial models estimated using the same 12 equally spaced quantiles for each participant’s data in each set of conditions as in the crossing-point analysis. In particular, estimation was
based on the frequency of observations in conditions (indexed by i) in bins deﬁned as below the 1st
quantile (ni,1), above the 1st and below the 2nd (ni,2) and so on up to ni,13 for observations above
the 12th quantile.
Multinomial model ﬁts directly maximized the multinomial log-likelihood.

ln L ¼

12
n X
13
X
X
Ni ! þ
ni;j lnðpi;j Þ  lnðni;j Þ
i¼1

i¼1

ðA7Þ

j

Ni is the number of observations in condition i = 1 . . . n and pi,j is the probability of an observation in
bin j for condition i predicted by the model.
Ex-Gaussian ﬁts maximized the joint log-likelihood of each observation in each condition, RTi,j.

ln L ¼

Ni
n X
X

lnðai f ðRT i;j ; lP ; rP ; sP Þ þ ð1  ai Þf ðRT i;j ; lU ; rU ; sU ÞÞ

ðA8Þ

i¼1 j¼1

The prepared and unprepared basis distribution Ex-Gaussian densities are f(t, lP, rP, sP) and f,(t, lu, rU, sU), respectively. All mixture probabilities were estimated on a logit scale (i.e., the inverse cumulative logistic distribution scale) to bound them between zero and one, as is appropriate for a
probability.
Note that estimates of the pi,j parameters that deﬁne the two basis distributions under the Multinomial approximation, and the l, r and s estimates that deﬁne the two basis distributions under the
Ex-Gaussian approximation, are not based solely on the data from the two corresponding conditions.
Instead, they are based on all of the data as they enter into the calculation of the likelihood for every
condition.
For both types of ﬁts we calculated BIC using the following formula.

X
BIC ¼ 2 ln L þ p ln
Ni

!
ðA9Þ

i

The number of parameters estimated in ﬁtting the model is p. Note that this assessment of ﬁt takes
into account the entire distribution of correct RT. Lindsen and de Jong (2010) comment on ‘‘problems
we have generally encountered in achieving a good ﬁt for the slow tail of the distributions’’ (p. 1226).
In consequence, they, and De Jong (2000), calculated the ﬁt statistics in a way that did not take into
account distribution shape for the slowest 60% or more of RTs. De Jong motivated this focus on the
shape of the fast part of RT distribution as a way of avoiding bias caused by a greater than zero engagement probability in the condition used to estimate the unprepared distribution (i.e., FSS in Eq. (1)).
However, assuming an engagement probability a > 0 for FSS it can be expressed in terms of the true
unprepared distribution, FU: FSS(t) = aFR(t  d) + (1  a)FU(t). FSS is then exactly described by (A1)
with engagement probability a + a  aa, and so there is no bias, only a rescaling of engagement
probabilities. Hence, we preferred to use a ﬁt measure that takes account of the entire RT distribution.
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